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Abstract

Protein and Nootropic powder subjected to mixing with water and the observed effect of using a
Kirlian electron signal generator to send a high voltage discharge at a set power and frequency through
each sample. The object of the experiment is to ascertain whether the samples cause observable
anomalies that could be identified by its Kirlian electron signature. No controls were used for the
powders though a competitor’s Gold powder sample was used as a comparison.
A control was used for the Protein powder and the Nootropic powder drinks - An electromagnetic hand
print of a subject before and after drinking each liquid powder mix was used to observe if there were
any notable effects in the field of the subjects 30 minutes after drinking.
Method
Using the Kirlian signal generator JAK3000, we introduce a high voltage of 26Kv using a sine wave at
a frequency of 600Hz for each sample. Each sample contains 8 gms of powder mixed with tap water to
a thick liquid consistency. The samples are earthed to the mains via a crocodile clip on a copper arm
attached to the Kirlian machine. To ensure continuous conductivity the sample is carefully placed upon
a piece of clear acetate placed upon the glass viewing plate of the Kirlian machine and connected to the
earth. A charge is then released from the Kirlian capacitors. The electron avalanche created by the
Kirlian process, stream over the sample releasing photons of light that trace the subjects
electromagnetic field in a similar way that iron filings would trace a magnetic field. This electrographic
phenomenon is photographically captured using a high definition full frame medium format camera.
Three Samples Of powder Are To Be Studied
Objectives, hypotheses and aims
All living and non-living things (the subject) emit an electromagnetic field that contains meaningful
information about the subject. Using the Kirlian process this energy field can be photographed. The
integrity and vitality contained within the field is observed via the corona discharge the Kirlian process
invokes. The greater the energy field’s vitality and integrity the more dynamic, powerful, fresh and
healthy the subject photographed is considered to be.
One understanding of the Kirlian interpretation is that the energy field should fit the physical subject
like a glove. Holes, gaps, congestions and imbalances are signs of interruptions in the energy field’s
flow and suggest a dynamic disturbance of some nature while a continuous, smooth, even energy flow
points to balance and equilibrium. These energetic signatures are made visible through the Kirlian
electrograph process.
We are looking at the integrity and evenness of the corona around the subject and the resultant effect
around the periphery of the corona. The photographic images are then studied and graded to see if this
phenomenon meets expectations.

GRADING SCALE
A Kirlian interpretation is subjective and relies on the interpreter’s skill and experience. To enable a
wider and more objective understanding a scale of A to F is used to grade the subjects. A is considered
to be the most vital/dynamic and F being the least.
OBSERVATIONS
1- Protein powder – Grade A
This electro-photographic image of the Protein powder shows a strong and contained energy
configuration. Electron flow is continuous and even with no major breakouts. The inner corona is
evenly spread around the subject and contained with no holes.
2- Nootropic powder – Grade B
This electro-photographic image shows a medium strength and contained energy field. Electron flow is
continuous and even with no major breakouts. The inner corona is evenly spread around the subject
and contained with no large holes.
3- Gold powder – Grade C
This electro-photographic image shows an uneven and low strength energy configuration. The integrity
of the field has been compromised and a few holes in the corona can be observed.
4 Hand before Protein powder drink – Grade D
The subject’s electromagnetic field has noticeable holes and gaps in the corona surrounding the hand.
This is the control prior to taking the protein powder drink.
5 Hand after Protein powder drink – Grade B
The electromagnetic field is strong and continuous and many of the holes and gaps have filled in.
Energy flow along the fingers has increased compared to the control. This indicates the subject’s
energy/vitality has increased or is increasing, which suggests the protein powder drink has had a
favourable impact on the subject.
6 Hand before Nootropic powder drink – Grade D
The subject’s electromagnetic field has noticeable holes and gaps in the corona surrounding the hand.
There are notable plumes of energy on the second and third fingertips. This is the control prior to
taking the Nootropic powder drink.
7 Hand after Nootropic powder drink – Grade B
The electromagnetic field is strong and continuous and many of the holes and gaps have filled in.
Plumes of energy have appeared on all the fingertips and energy is seen streaming along the fingers.
This suggests the subject’s energy/vitality has increased or is increasing after taking the Nootropic
powder drink.
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